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Technical Details
OUR REF: X5-KSL14

Knitted from our best selling X5 range
yarn, consisting of DuPont™ Kevlar®,
stainless steel and high performance
fibres, this premium sleeve produces
consistent, yet economical, optimum cut
level 5 protection. Designed to be used
in conjunction with our range of cut
resistant gloves, this sleeve offers 14” of
high cut resistance to protect the wrist
and lower arm with the added thumb
slot to ensure security throughout
usage.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Mechanical protection in dry conditions,
handling glass, metal, concrete blocks,
lumber  etc.

AVAILABLE LENGTH: 14”

PACKAGING: Per Pack: 10 Singles

        Per Box: 100 Singles

● Storage: Sleeves should be stored in a cool, dry environment in the original packaging and out of
direct sunlight.

● Maintenance: Both new and old sleeves should be thoroughly inspected before use to ensure no
damage is present. This product should not be left in a contaminated condition if reuse is
intended - if contaminated, this product should be cleaned as far as possible

Tested in accordance with EN 388, EC type
examination carried out by:
SGS United Kingdom Limited, Unit 202B Worle
Parkway, Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA, United
Kingdom.  (NOTIFIED BODY 0120)
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X5-KSL14
Cut Resistant Sleeve


